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  Abstract : 
The rapid changes in the field of science and technology  led to increased competition,  in the 
field of design, creativity and innovation, to achieve feature competitiveness. This is what 
makes the importance of the creative design who achieves the highest feature competitiveness 
to the Declaration,  The creativity on the basis of the new provision, as such   leads to achieve 
excellence that ensures excellence and leadership in action, infographic art known for a long 
time,   But it entered innovations through information , images and data, As well as the style 
of presentation and attractions and thrill, Bringing to infographic art employed in all areas  ,in 
addition to advertising, etc., Therefore we had Shed light this type of art and how to employ 
in the field of education. Statement of the Problem: It is determined by the research problem 
in how to use the infographic art in the work of creative ,  innovative designs and employ 
them in the education process .An attractive and interesting  have a positive impact on 
appointed receiver either a faculty member or student. Objectives: The research aims to 
identify some of the information by infographic and acquire skills to work infographic 
Educational successful  - Understand the importance of infographic designs in education. - 
Employ the art of infographic in the education process. - Identify the types infographic and 
how to employ all sorts. - Understand the successful infographic.  Methodology : Find the 
analytical method followed by presentation and analysis of some designs , The aim access to 
how to employ the art of  infographic  in the education process. 
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